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QUESTION 1

Exhibit 

Click the Exhibit button. 

You are working on an entry level model FortiGate that has been configured in flow-based inspection mode with various
settings optimized for performance. It appears that the main Internet firewall policy is using the antivirus profile labelled
default. Your customer has found that some virus samples are not being caught by the FortiGate. 

Referring to the exhibit, what is causing the problem? 
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A. The set default-db configure was set to extreme. 

B. The set options scan configuration items should have been changed to not option scan avmonitor. 

C. The default AV profile was modified to use quick scan-mode. 

D. The mobile-malware-db configuration was set to enable. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a customer with a SCADA environmental control devices that is trigged a false- positive OPS alert whenever
the device\\'s Web GUI is accessed. You cannot seem to create a functional custom IPS filter expert this behavior, and
it appears that the device is so old that it does HTTPS support. You need to prevent the false posited IPS alert
occurring. 

In this scenario, which two actions would accomplish this task? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a very granular firewall for that device\\'s IP address which does not perform IPS scanning. 

B. Reconfigure the FortiGate to operate in proxy-based inspection mode instead of flow- based. 

C. Create a URL filter with the exempt action for that device\\'s IP address. 

D. Change the relevant firewall policies to use SSL certificate-inspection instead of SSL deep-inspection. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Exhibit 

Click the Exhibit button. 

The exhibit shows the configuration of a service protection profile (SPP) in a FortiDDoS device. 

Which two statements are true about the traffic matching being inspected by this SPP? (Choose two.) 
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A. Traffic that does match any spp policy will not be inspection by this spp. 

B. FortiDDos will not send a SYNACK if a SYN packet is coming from an IP address that is not the legtimate IP (LIP)
address table. 

C. FortiDooS will start dropping packets as soon as the traffic executed the configured maintain threshold. 

D. SYN packets with payloads will be drooped. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a customer experiencing problem with a legacy L3L4 firewall device and IPV6 SIP VoIP traffic. They devices
is dropping SIP packets, consequently, it process SIP voice calls. Which solution would solve the customer\\'s
problem? 

A. Deploy a FortiVoice and enable IPv6 SIP. 

B. Replace their legacy device with a FortiGate and configure it to extract information from the body of the IPv6 packet. 

C. Deploy a FotiVoice and enable an IPv6 SIP session helper. 

D. Replace their legacy device with a FortiGate and deploy a FortiVoice to extract information from the body of the IPv6
SIP packet 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 5

A FortOS devices is used for termination of VPNs for number of remote spoke VPN units (designated group A spokes)
using a phase 1 main mode dial-up tunnel using pre-shared. Your company recently acquired another organization. You
are asked establish VPN correctively for the newly acquired organization\\'s sites which new devices will be provisioned
(designated Group B spokes). Both exiting (Group A) and new (Group B) spoke units are dynamically addressed. You
are asked to ensure that spokes from the acquired organization (Group B) have different access permission than your 

existing VPN spokes (Group A). 

Which two solutions meet the represents for the new spoke group? (Choose two.) 

A. implements a new phase 1 dial-up mode tunnel with preshared keys and XAuth. Use identity to filter traffic. 

B. Implement a new phase 1 dial-up main mode tunnel with a different pre-shared key than the Group A spokes. Use
standard policies to filter for the new dial-up tunnel 

C. Implement a new phase 1 dial-up main mode tunnel with certificate authentication. Use standard policies to filter for
the dial-up tunnel. 

D. Implement separate phase 1 dial-up aggressive mode tunnels with a distinct peer ID. Use standard policies to filter
traffic for the new dial-up tunnel. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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